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Abstract Dialysis processes within the home care context

is associated with risk factors which are not very prominent

in the hospital context. This includes risk factors such as

unanticipated device malfunction, or erroneous operation

of the equipment, which exposes the patient to injury while

undergoing dialysis. Importantly, the mentioned risk fac-

tors are further attributed to technical aspects such as sub-

optimal equipment maintenance or following improper

clinical procedures when administering care to the patient.

Hence, it is important to follow a methodological approach

to identify and assess hazards embedded within the dialysis

treatment process, and on this basis, formulate effective

strategies to mitigate their negative consequences on

patient safety. This paper presents a comparative risk

assessment for in-hospital versus in-home dialysis care. For

the two cases, the risk assessment considers expertise of

care givers involved in administering dialysis. The findings

show that performing risk assessment for hospital envi-

ronment, is more structured owing to expertise of clinicians

and care givers responsible for administering dialysis.

However, assessing risks for the home-care environment is

more challenging owing to absence of domain knowledge,

hence a survey approach to structure the risk assessment

process is necessary. Moreover, risks in the home care

context is influenced by logistical aspects, and lack of

domain knowledge for maintaining dialysis equipment.

Overall, insights from the comparative studies yields

important learning points expected to improve dialysis care

as more healthcare providers transfer care to the home

environment.

Keywords Risk assessment � Patient safety � Medical

devices � Technical risks � Operational risks � Mitigation

strategies

1 Introduction

Clinical treatment and diagnostic processes often vary in

complexities depending on the nature of patient patholo-

gies (Chemweno et al. 2016a, b). Hence to support such

processes, different resources are required along the

patient’s care pathway, while administering dialysis treat-

ment for patients with kidney diseases (Chemweno et al.

2014). Moreover, with advances in technology and treat-

ment protocols, administration of dialysis is shifting from

the hospital, to the home environment. Here, patients

increasingly access point-of-care devices for self-diagno-

sis, and portable dialysis equipment for use at home.

However, a shift from the hospital to the home care envi-

ronment potentially introduces risk factors for dialysis

patients. For example, (Rabinstein 2017; Fiest et al. 2018)

observe that use of point-of-care (POC) devices for mon-

itoring blood glucose level for diabetics, is influenced by

the user knowledge. They allude to challenges interpreting

the blood glucose level, whose results differ when other

blood related illness are considered. Hirst et al. (2017)

likewise cite operation of the POC device for measuring
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glucose levels, as important risk factors influencing man-

agement of care for diabetics. Similarly, erroneous cali-

bration of devices used in the home environment is also

cited as an important risk factor (Yoshioka et al. 2019).

Specifically, for kidney diseases, Mullangi et al. (2018)

emphasize the need for POC devices to be ‘‘accurate,

precise and yield reproducible results’’.

Apart from risk factors associated with using POC

devices for diagnosis and treatment, domain knowledge on

dialysis care is an important consideration. This is espe-

cially the case for management of dialysis in the home care

environment where logistical factors play an important role

for enhancing patient safety. Logistical risk aspects here

include factors such as replenishment and disposal of

medical material, which are important to consider (Xiao

et al. 2017). As an example, proper disposal of medical

waste stream is important owing to the bio-hazard nature of

the materials, implying the need for implementing effective

disposal strategies to mitigate potential harm to the patient,

care giver or persons at home (Jiang et al. 2015). For

instance, in the home care context, used bags from con-

tinuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis forms an important

waste stream where, disposal strategies in many OECD

countries depends on established health facilities (Ikeda

2017).

Thus, because of multiple risk factors which arise for

dialysis patients, especially when care is transferred to the

home environment, it is important to identify potential risk

factors for the complete dialysis treatment pathway, in a

systematic and structured way. Doing so will allow care

givers to formulate more effective mitigation strategies, to

improve patient safety while undergoing dialysis. This also

implies the need to carefully map dialysis clinical pro-

cesses, considering not just the treatment phase, but the

entire treatment cycle including assessment of logistical

aspects, which largely influences care especially in the

home environment. Furthermore, since hospital care is

considered as more robust and less risk-prone, it is

important to understand risk assessment processes in the

hospital context and adapt learning points for the home

care context. For this, assessing risks of dialysis processes

in the hospital is important and structured methods are

useful to structure the process of identifying hazards and

risks embedded in the dialysis treatment cycle, analyzing

such risks, and consequently formulating effective miti-

gation strategies targeting identified risk factors. The

importance of adopting a structured risk assessment for

enhancing care of patients is discussed in literature. Several

methods for structuring the risk assessment process, are

discussed, for example, the Healthcare Failure Mode and

Effect Analysis (HFMEA) (McElroy et al. 2016; Franklin

et al. 2012; Rosen et al. 2015; Garfield et al. 2018; De

Giorgi et al. 2010), Preliminary hazard analysis (PHA)

(Schlatter 2018; Riou et al. 2017; Grespan et al.

2019, 2007; De Giorgi et al. 2010), and the Fault Tree

Analysis (FTA) (McElroy et al. 2017; Rogith et al. 2017;

Teixeira et al. 2016; Ong and Coiera 2010). Nonetheless,

owing to the uncertain nature of risks embedded in the

clinical care pathways, applying specific risk assessment

methods is not straightforward because of factors such as

the need for patient records (for quantitative methods),

domain knowledge, or user-knowledge on using different

methods while assessing risks (Chemweno et al. 2018;

Beaussier et al. 2016; Paine et al. 2018).

Furthermore, mapping risks for dialysis care requires in-

depth understanding of the clinical treatment processes and

often in absence of domain information to perform risks,

expert elicitation is often the primary point of reference.

This complicates how risk assessment is structured, espe-

cially for the home care context, where embedded risks are

diverse and influenced by multiple stakeholders, including

the patient, care giver, hospital staff and logistical per-

sonnel (for supply and replenishment of medical material).

This necessitates use of survey-based approaches targeting

the multiple actors in order to gain useful insights for

complex processes such as in-home dialysis care. Despite

the unstructured nature of treatment processes for dialysis

care in the home environment, it is important to align the

risk assessment processes with the complete dialysis

treatment cycle, which for the home environment encom-

passes installation of the device, usage, maintenance,

receipt and disposal of medical materials. Moreover,

applying a methodological approach better allows assess-

ment of risk factors associated with clinical processes, by

taking advantage of expert knowledge of multiple actors

interacting with the patient.

However, structuring risk assessment for dialysis care,

while considering multiple actors and processes interacting

with the patient, introduces several research questions

formulated as follows:

• Firstly, how does interaction between a dialysis patient

and clinical processes influence risk factors, negatively

affecting patient safety in the hospital and home care

environments?

• Secondly, how can we structure risk assessment

processes for the home and hospital environment while

considering domain knowledge of multiple actors

interacting with the dialysis patient?

• How can we assess embedded risks for a dialysis

patient, considering the entire treatment cycle and what

approaches or tools can we apply to structure the risk

assessment process?

An important focus of this research is on understanding

challenges structuring and performing risk assessment,

considering two varying application cases. Specifically, the
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treatment cycle considered includes usage of the device

considering the varying settings, and logistical influences

for the home care context. The hospital case considers the

dialysis treatment processes within a large university hos-

pital in Belgium, while the second case considers assess-

ment of risks factors linked to both peritoneal and dialysis

care in the home environment.

The objective of this paper is two-fold. First, we eval-

uate possible methodological approaches applicable for

mapping, and hence assessing risks in two diverse clinical

dialysis processes. Here, challenges associated with risk

identification and mapping process are presented, followed

with an in-depth evaluation of methodological steps fol-

lowed for assessing clinical risks in the two diverse cases.

The evaluation also evaluates how systematic assessment

of risk factors for dialysis care, considering diverse appli-

cation contexts, are influenced by diversity of care pro-

cesses, whereof mapping of the processes is influenced by

factors such as structure of the care pathway, in-depth

knowledge of the process among other aspects.

Secondly, this paper discusses possible key-learning

points analysts and decision makers need to look out for, in

view of robustly assessing clinical risk factors in diverse

application contexts, but also considering often varying

care pathways depending on the patient pathologies.

Important considerations here include the need to evaluate

how the application context, i.e. the homecare versus the

hospital care environment influences the process of iden-

tifying and mapping clinical risk factors linked to dialysis

care.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews key

concepts of risk assessment in the healthcare context where

structured tools and methods are reviewed. This includes a

motivation for using the Health Care Failure Mode and

Effect Analysis, which is applied for risk assessment for

the hospital case. Section 3 presents the two case studies

where rationale for adopting systematic and methodologi-

cal approaches for the two varying cases discussed. Sec-

tion 4 discusses limitations and key learning points

expected in practice when assessing risk factors for dialysis

care processes in the hospital and home care environments.

Section 5 outlines important conclusions drawn from the

comparative analysis of the case studies and possible areas

of future work. Figure 1 illustrates the article structure.

2 Concepts and methodologies for risk assessment
in health care

In the healthcare context, risks are broadly defined as

‘‘unwanted events whose probable occurrence may be

detrimental to patient safety’’ (Merino et al. 2014). Hence,

following this definition, we focus on occurrence of

unwanted events along the treatment trajectory of a dialysis

patient (Sutcliffe et al. 2017). The events here encompass

usage of the dialysis equipment, potential malfunction

(leading to misdiagnosis or wrong treatment), or erroneous

administration of medication owing to incorrect usage of

the point-of-care device, here including the dialysis

equipment. Since such unwanted events are embedded

within the patient treatment trajectory, we adopt the defi-

nition by De Bleser et al. (2006) where the trajectory or

pathway is defined as implying ‘‘a method for patient care

management, for a well-defined group of patients, with the

objective of improving the quality of care, and reduce risks

of hazards’’. Hence, the focus of this research is to assess,

using a methodological approach, risk factors associated

with clinical processes of dialysis, which are embedded in

the treatment trajectory of the dialysis patient. The objec-

tive of this comparative study is to gain insights on risk

factors situated in the dialysis treatment pathway, thereby,

formulating effective mitigation strategies for the identified

risk factors.

Several past researches have focused on developing

robust frameworks for assessing and hence, managing risks

along the treatment trajectory of patients. Lee and Hen-

derson (2018) highlight several challenges faced by ana-

lysts when structuring the process of assessing clinical

risks, due to among factors, difficulty selecting suit-

able methods for assessing clinical risks. Hence, Simsekler

et al. (2018) suggest the need to carefully select suit-

able tools, considering the application context. For

instance, where quantitative patient information is avail-

able, McElroy et al. (2017) propose a Fault Tree Analysis,

where they apply the analysis to evaluate adequacy of

quality reporting programs for postoperative bloodstream

infections. Importantly, they focus on identifying root

causes of bloodstream infections after surgical operations.

Abecassis et al. (2015) also apply a Fault Tree Analysis

for assessing incidences of ‘wrong-site surgery’, incidences

which though rare, compromises patient safety. Swamidas

et al. (2018) further apply Fault Tree Analysis for identi-

fying root causes of unsafe dosage rates for brachytherapy,

a form of radiotherapy used for treating certain forms of

cancer, such as cervical and prostate. Application of Fault

Tree Analysis for clinical risk factors affecting patient

safety is discussed in several studies, including assessing

safety of anesthesia (Liu and Yuan 2015; Culwick et al.

2016), maintenance-related hazards of medical devices

(Mahfoud et al. 2016; Garcı́a et al. 2019; Labagnara et al.

2013) or assessing risk profiles of programs for stereotactic

radiosurgery (Teixeira et al. 2016). More recent applica-

tions of Fault Tree Analysis for dialysis treatment is dis-

cussed for management of medical waste (Makajic-Nikolic

et al. 2016), and assessing hazards of hemodialysis devices,

(Leupolz et al. 2018).
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However, the fault tree analysis is not without its limi-

tations, which include availability of necessary informa-

tion, or patient data to map pathways through which

inadvertent actions or errors initiated in clinical processes,

propagate to scenarios causing harm to the patient

(O’Connell et al. 2019). Apart from lack of supporting

information or patient data to support risk assessment,

knowledge of the dialysis process also influences the out-

comes of errors which could lead to clinical risks (Ong and

Coiera 2010).

Thus, with absence of prerequisite criterion such as

information on clinical processes, in-depth knowledge of

the care pathway flows, or availability of patient data,

alternative qualitative and semi-qualitative approaches are

usually suggested. A widely used approach in this regard is

the Healthcare Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

(HFMEA), an assessment and prioritization tool for

healthcare risk assessment. The HFMEA is particularly

useful for care pathways characterized by insufficient

availability of risk-related patient information necessary

for formulating statistical models for quantifying health-

care risks. DeRosier et al. (2002) describes an early theo-

retical framework for assessing patient safety risks in

clinical processes where general guidelines to be followed

for the HFMEA process and potential pitfalls to anticipate

are discussed.

As opposed to the more quantitative approaches such as

FTA and simulation modelling, a more subjective

assessment of risks is usually suggested, which relies on

expert knowledge of the clinical process for robustly

assessing clinical risks embedded in the patient treatment

trajectory (Franklin et al. 2012). Although such knowledge

of the clinical process is an important consideration,

overreliance on expert knowledge is highlighted as a

potential pitfall to assessing risks in a non-biased way. In

such cases, bias of the decision makers influences out-

comes of the risk assessment using the HFMEA approach

(Goodrum and Varkey 2017; Kricke et al. 2017; Abra-

hamsen et al. 2016).

Thus, remedial strategies proposed for addressing con-

cerns of bias include assembling a multi-disciplinary team,

which is also cited as a challenge in healthcare owing to the

often highly complex nature of clinical processes within

hospitals (Kricke et al. 2017). Constituting such as team for

assessing safety risks for clinical process in the home care

context is also a challenge (Hignett et al. 2016). Moreover,

the interface between the clinical processes and usage of

medical devices introduces additional complexities, and

hence risks, for instance equipment failure, incorrect cali-

bration, or incorrect use of the standard operating proce-

dures (Hignett et al. 2016). Factors such as effectiveness of

the communication also influences the risk assessment

process for teams assessing healthcare risks (Hemsley et al.

2019; Martinetti et al. 2019).

The importance of considering the aforementioned

challenges for robust assessment of healthcare risks is also

Formal 
process

(3.1) Haemodialysis in-
hospital care. 

(3.2) Dialysis at-home 
care. 

Compara�ve analysis of risk 
assessment approaches

Case studies of risk 
assessment for dialysis care 

(3.0)

Discussion on gaps, 
challenges (4.0)

Concepts and
methodologies for risk

assessment (2.0)

Conclusions & direc�ons 
for future work (5.0)

In-formal 
process

Fig. 1 Structure of the article
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highlighted through mitigation strategies formulated and

implemented in practice (IEC 2009). Some of the strategies

include mistake-proofing of the clinical processes, or per-

forming root cause analysis for preventing recurrence of

similar or related hazards (Uberoi et al. 2007; Card 2017).

Fool proofing strategies extends to standardization, sim-

plification of clinical processes, such that care providers

avoid reliance on memory to perform tasks (Qu and Young

2018). Other mistake fool proofing strategies include

patient tagging to prevent risks of misdiagnosis of errors in

administering treatment therapies (Uy et al. 2015; Asa-

moah et al. 2018; Wong et al. 2017). However, the effec-

tiveness of mistake-proofing depends on the complexity of

the treatment trajectory of the patient, hence some authors

cite the need to align such a strategy to robust assessment

of risk factors in the care pathway (Ebright 2014).

To structure risk assessment processes and formulation

of mitigation strategy for clinical processes such as dialy-

sis, when group decision making is involved, structured

brain storming is suggested (Card 2017; Grout and Tous-

saint 2010; Tague 2005). Furthermore, group decision

making strategies influence outcomes of risk assessment

for clinical process for which there is insufficient knowl-

edge yet. This includes new or immature care programs

like human-based treatment or management of conditions

such as kidney diseases, requiring dialysis. For assessment

of risks, applying methods such as HFMEA or quantitative

methods including FTA for analyzing sources of risks is

challenging and not straightforward. Survey based

approaches is preferred in such instances, as discussed in

studies focusing on home-based care programs.

Examples in literature where a survey approach is dis-

cussed include Dimitrow et al. (2014), for assessing risks of

dosage of medication by elderly patients in the home

environment. For their study, a Delphi survey was imple-

mented to better structure the risk assessment process.

Mosquera et al. (2014) discuss a randomized clinical trial

in which a survey method is used to map and measure the

impact of enhanced medical care among high-risk children

with chronic illness in the home care setting. Surveyed

patients receiving home dialysis to understand overall

survival outcomes for patients. Their survey further yielded

insights including on-treatment survival and associated

clinical outcomes. Several additional studies implementing

a survey-based approach to assess risks and associated

clinical patient outcomes is discussed in studies, e.g.

(Tennankore et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Krishna et al.

2017).

The objective of this article to formulate a framework

for assessing risks, for dialysis processed considering the

hospital and home care contexts. The approach integrates a

careful mapping of the patient treatment trajectory from

which, a suitable selection of risk assessment method. For

the dialysis in-hospital case, the HFMEA approach is

implemented, while for dialysis-at-home care, a survey

approach was implemented because of factors such as

limited domain knowledge mainly by the patient or care-

giver (e.g. a family member). Moreover, the dialysis

treatment cycle includes actors involved in installation of

the equipment, logistics of replenishing medical material.

Uncertainty on domain knowledge hence influenced the

choice of a survey approach compared to a more structured

HFMEA for assessing dialysis clinical risks in the hospital

context. The following section describes two practical risk

assessment exercises for dialysis treatment processes. The

cases consider two varying application context—in-patient

and home care dialysis, where systematic risk assessment is

performed.

The theoretical contribution of this study is to illustrate a

structured approach for mapping processes and thereby the

basis for identify, prioritizing and developing strategies to

mitigate clinical risks embedded in dialysis processes.

Importantly, this work compared two varying mapping

approaches, the first, a more structured methodology for

identifying and mitigating risks embedded in in-patient

dialysis care. The second methodology focuses on a survey

approach for mapping risks for processes with limited

domain knowledge. We find the combination of these two

varying approaches to be unique in literature in view of

gaining insights to dialysis processes, especially for the

home care setting which is gaining a lot of traction in

recent years.

The practical contribution of this work is the intuitive

approaches through which risk analysts and healthcare

professionals can systematically map risks embedded in

healthcare processes, especially for the home settings

where knowledge of the processes is still limited. More-

over, risk assessment requires a multi-stakeholder

approach, not just involving clinicians as is usually the

case, but extending to other important stakeholders,

including the patient, care givers in the home setting and

equipment vendors who are often not considered in many

cases in literature. An important aspect here is following a

structured approach, which is often not straight forward

hence a need to adopt systematic steps and inclusion of

stakeholders in the risk assessment phases as discussed in

latter sections of this study.

The methodology discussed in this study appeals to a

wide spectrum of stakeholders and policy makers in

healthcare, especially as clinical processes evolves to the

home setting. As will be discussed in Sect. 4, mapping

stakeholders gives insights on persons involved in dialysis

care, extending beyond clinicians to involving municipal

authorities who approve building plans and develop policy

guidelines for waste disposal. Moreover, involving equip-

ment vendors and care givers in the home setting implies
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that as healthcare devolves to the home setting, establish-

ing policy guidelines for ensuring patient safety is rather

urgent and ultimately require a relook at existing guidelines

which up till recently are skewed towards in-patient care as

opposed to out-of-hospital care. Hence this study is

expected to contribute towards policy initiatives for patient

safety in the home care setting through the structured

approach to assessing clinical risks proposed in this paper.

3 Methodology

The study discussed in this paper considers two varying

cases and methodologies. For the first case, a structured

risk assessment approach is used to systematically identify,

prioritize, and develop strategies for mitigating risks and

hazards associated with hemodialysis in-case patient care.

A structured approach is considered most appropriate

owing to aspects such as intrinsic knowledge of in-patient

care where for the specific case, clinicians were generally

knowledgeable of the process, which was helpful for

mapping the treatment process and in essence, gain insights

on risks embedded within the clinical care processes.

Therefore, we considered the Healthcare Failure Mode

and Effect Analysis for structuring risk assessment steps as

illustrated in Fig. 2 below and elaborated further in

Sect. 4.1.

The main steps of the risk assessment implemented for

case 1 were.

(1) Formulating the boundary conditions, hence scope of

the risk assessment exercise,

(2) Mapping the treatment trajectory of the hemodialysis

process,

(3) Identifying potential risk factors and hazards linked

to the clinical processes,

(4) Defining acceptable thresholds and prioritizing iden-

tified risk factors,

(5) Formulating mitigation strategies for the prioritized

hazards.

The methodology for the second case is different owing

to a less in-depth understanding on dialysis at-home care

compared to in-patient dialysis care. For this reason, it

would be interesting to map and assess risks in the home

care context, and by extension, gain insights on possible

methodological challenges of implementing structured risk

assessment. A considerable challenge in this regard is, as

opposed to in-hospital care, is lack of clearly structured

functional units or departments as the case in hospitals.

Furthermore, while interaction between the patient, care

givers, dialysis equipment and medical material is clearer

in the hospital context because of more mature domain

knowledge of the dialysis process, this is not the case for

the home care context. Multiple stakeholders supporting

dialysis-at-home programs also complicates the risk

assessment process. This includes care givers at home,

immediate family, municipal authorities (for authorizing

disposal of wastewater from dialysis), social workers, and

suppliers of medical material. For the home setting, four

main phases to structure the risk assessment were

considered:

(1) Phase 1 Defining stakeholders involved in the

dialysis care, including the patient, care givers in

the home setting, clinicians following up treatment

processes at home, equipment vendors and logistical

professionals tasked with replenishing medical mate-

rial and disposing hazardous waste.

(2) Phase 2 Mapping process steps considering the

entire spectrum of dialysis care in the home setting.

Important aspects include training of the patients

(and care giver at home) on dialysis process,

selection of equipment vendors, management of

medical material and waste disposal. As mentioned,

owing to limited domain knowledge, a survey

approach and semi-structured interviews were used.

(3) Phase 3 mapping activities underlying the process

steps, with the objective of gaining insights of steps

that potentially embed hazards or errors that could

Identifying key areas for risk 
assessment

1

Mapping the process steps for 
each key focus area

Mapping risks and hazards 
situated in each key focus area

Risk and hazard prioritization

Formulating mitigation 
measures

2

3

4

5

 

Fig. 2 Risk assessment methodology for in-hospital care

hemodialysis
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lead to injury or harm to the dialysis patient. This

entails factors such as wrong insertion procedures

when connecting the patient to the dialysis equip-

ment can could be hazardous. For this step, we

mainly relied on semi-structured interviews, walk

throughs the process and discussions with clinicians

and logistical staff to understand specific steps/

processes involved in dialysis care in the home

setting.

The main phases for case 2 are elaborated further in

Sect. 4.2.

4 Case studies

4.1 Case 1: Risk assessment of hemodialysis in-

patient care

This case presents a risk assessment approach of in-hospital

hemodialysis process in a large university hospital.

Hemodialysis is a treatment process for kidney failure

where a dialysis machine acts as an artificial kidney to filter

out toxins from the patient’s blood. The filtration process

occurs outside the patient’s body (NIDDK 2017). For the

risk assessment exercise, a five-step framework was for-

mulated illustrated in Fig. 2 below. These steps closely

follow the main phases of the HFMEA, however, adapted

to suite the application context of the dialysis care.

The five steps of risk assessment illustrated in Fig. 2 are

further elaborated in the following sections.

Step 1 Identifying the scope of the risk assessment

exercise

This step was perhaps the most involving, and impor-

tant, because of complexity of the hemodialysis process as

carried out at the hospital, which involved interaction

between the patient, caregivers, medical resources and

medical equipment. This includes medical staff, the dial-

ysis equipment, nurses, care givers, patients and supporting

departments such as the logistics department, who are

responsible for replenishing medical materials and dis-

posing medical waste. Medical materials here include,

saline solution, connectors and tubing, fistula needle, and

dialyzer. Importantly, since the interacting between the

patient and their caregiver, medical resources and support

logistic activities, potentially initiated risk factors to the

patient treatment process (Tennankore et al. 2014).

Thus, mapping the boundary conditions of the risk

assessment exercise was necessary. For this exercise, pro-

cesses and resources interacting hemodialysis were iden-

tified, which, for the case hospital, were linked to three

main organizational departments; (1) nephrology, (2)

nursing, and (3) medical instrumentation. Furthermore,

insights on resources and interactions between the depart-

ments were also mapped using brainstorms, observation,

walk-throughs and interviews with staff at the respective

departments. Figure 3 depicts a sample of interactions

derived from the exercise.

By mind-mapping potential interactions between

departments, processes, resources and activities, an

exhaustive layout of interaction was generated, and a

selection filter defined to narrow down to the most critical

interactions, which from the view of decision makers, were

critical for successful execution of in-hospital dialysis.

Mind-maps have previously been used to map complex

healthcare processes, for instance, discussed in several

studies (Merchant et al. 2017; Goel et al. 2017).

Step 2 Mapping the clinical activities and resources

within the focus areas

The next important task was identifying core activities

and resources within each clinical process/department

interacting with hemodialysis, derived from the mind-

mapping process. For this task, process maps were further

defined, and complemented by a structured brainstorming

approach. From the mapping, two main categories of

resources were identified: human and technical resources.

Critical human resources at the medical instruments focus

areas, include biomedical engineers, and technicians

responsible for calibrating, monitoring and maintaining

dialysis equipment. On the other hand, the nephrology

focus area embedded nephrologists and assistants. Intu-

itively, technical resources include hemodialysis machines,

water filter installations, and accessories such as hypoder-

mic needles and dialysis tubing.

Moreover, logistical activities interacting with the

hemodialysis process, include, for instance, ordering and

replenishment of medical materials and accessories for

Nephrology Nursing

Dialysis
process

Medical
instruments

Logis�cs, 
maintenance, 

calibra�on

Protocols, SOP, 
schedules, asset 

management

Nephrologists, 
medical 

materials,. 

Schedules, treatment 
protocols, pa�ent 

registers,..

Fig. 3 A sample mind-map for interactions of in-hospital care

hemodialysis processes
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supporting hemodialysis, e.g. hypodermic needles and

sterile material. Complementary to mapping of resources at

the focus areas, a process map of critical processes

underlying each focus area was carried. As an example, the

process steps for the clinical process ‘sample taking’ is

shown in Fig. 4. This process is critical for ensuring overall

quality of dialysate and treated water used in the dialysis

treatment process.

Overall, from the mapping activity, four main steps were

identified to influence the dialysis treatment process: (1)

maintenance processes, (2) patient handling process, (3)

sample taking process, (4) logistics process. These steps

were viewed as synergetic in the sense that resources and

activities within these steps interacted with the patients,

hence exposing the patient to potential clinical hazards.

As an example, biomedical technicians often took water

samples from the dialysis machines for analyzing the water

quality, to verify that the water treatment unit is func-

tioning as required. However, if not properly or correctly

carried out, there was a risk of contamination, negatively

affecting the quality of dialysis. Moreover, the proper

functioning of the water-purifying unit, although a

responsibility of the medical instrumentation department,

influenced the dialysis process. Thus, mapping of the

dialysis process formed the basis for the detailed risk

assessment process discussed next.

Step 3 Mapping risks and hazards for dialysis processes

The first step for assessing risks of mapped dialysis

processes, entailed identifying risk factors associated with

activities linked to the process activities illustrated in

Fig. 3. Table 1 summarizes risk factors associated with the

preparation of dialysis, which is a sub-activity within the

sample taking process illustrated in Fig. 4.

As illustrated, the risk factors combine both operational

and technical factors. For instance, failure of power supply

is likely to cause potential muscle cramp for the patient,

because of interrupted blood flow through the dialysis

equipment. Risk of equipment failure is further influenced

by aspects such as poor maintenance, which may result

from improper maintenance, sub-optimal maintenance of

absence of a structured maintenance program (Vala et al.

2018). Improper calibration or failure of the water purifi-

cation system also influenced by similar technical factors

such as lack of a robust maintenance program is also likely

to lead to clinical risks such as muscle cramps.

Hence, by following a systematic identification process

entailing expert discussion, review of patient records, and

review of literature, the list of potential risk factors and

consequences were identified. After which, the most

important risk factors were prioritized using metrics

adapted from the HFMEA approach. The primary reason

for applying the adapted metrics is owing to the intangible

nature of risk factors (Abrahamsen et al. 2016).

Step 4 Risk prioritization process (HFMEA)

Fig. 4 Process activity mapping

of dialysis sample taking

process activities
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The prioritization step primarily focused on assigning

risk metrics to the each of the risk factors, identified in step

4. From the metrics, associated consequences of the iden-

tified risks were mapped. Two risk metrics were assigned;

probability of occurrence of the risk factor, and the po-

tential consequence if the hazardous event occurs. Table 2

illustrates examples of scoring of risk factors associated

with the ‘dialysis sampling process’. Here, a scale of 1–5

scale (DeRosier et al. 2002) is applied for the risk scoring

process, and each score is assigned by a multi-disciplinary

team consisting of nursing staff, nephrologists, and

biomedical technicians. The nurses were from two spe-

cialisms; (1) nurses handling the dialysis treatment process,

i.e. setting up and connecting the patient to the dialysis

equipment, and (2) nurses responsible for logistical aspects

of dialysis, i.e. availing consumables and medical materials

required for dialysis.

A brain storming and consensus approach was applied

for scoring metrics each risk factor from which, the hazard

scores were calculated as the product of assigned risk

metrics, i.e. probability of occurrence, and corresponding

severity. For each scored risk factor, the multi-disciplinary

team participating in the exercise proposed the decision

points and mitigating actions. The approach followed for

reaching the decision and outcomes are discussed in the

next section. Several technical risk factors were also

identified and assessed through the HFMEA process, for

instance, failure of seal components of the disinfection

pump is likely to cause contamination of the syringe of

sampling gate, thereby leading to risk of blood infection.

Failure of the water pump is also a likely risk for water

contamination, which is potentially mitigated by imple-

menting a robust maintenance program.

For this step of the analysis, the HFMEA approach

discussed in DeRosier et al. (2002) was adapted for

formulating the decision points for each of the hazard

scores. Two decision points were defined; (1) proceed or,

(2) terminate the activity or process. As illustrated in

Table 2, risk factors with hazard score values exceeding

eight (HS[ 8) necessitated stoppage of associated process.

For instance, the sampling procedure necessitated stoppage

to mitigate potential consequences of the ‘sample gate

breakage’. Mitigation measures were likewise evaluated

for prioritized risk factors based on the values of the hazard

scores, where activities such as review of clinical, opera-

tion or maintenance protocols, or regular inspection were

suggested. For formulating the mitigation strategies, oper-

ational experience of the multi-disciplinary team was lar-

gely relied on and complemented by using decision aids

such as operational manuals. However, as shall be seen for

the next use case, following a such a methodological

approach, to assess potential hazards and corresponding

risks for the dialysis process is not straightforward, when

the home care context is considered.

Step 5 Formulating risk mitigation measures

4.2 Case 2: Survey approach for assessing risk

of dialysis-at-home care

Dialysis-at-home is gaining traction in the last few years,

especially, in OECD countries and the European Union

(Keeling 2014; Birmelé et al. 2012; Vaartio-Rajalin and

Fagerström 2019). This traction is driven by initiatives

aimed at optimizing healthcare financing among countries

in Europe (without sacrificing the quality of healthcare

delivery). Examples of such initiatives are described in the

‘‘KCE report 124A’’ document, where policy actions tar-

geting financing of chronic dialysis in Belgium are dis-

cussed. In the document, uptake of home care dialysis is

Table 1 Risk factors—potential consequences of ‘preparation of dialysis’ process step

Process step Sub-processes Risk factors Potential consequences

1 Preparation of

dialysis

Preliminary tasks Washing the patient’s arm with antiseptic

Failure to verify patient’s hemodialysis

parameters

Potential infection of the arm

Risk of contracting acute

pulmonary oedema (APO)

Equipment care tasks Failure to verify:

Power supply to the equipment

Water supply and purification circuit

Output of purification circuit connected to drain

APO, coagulation, muscular

cramps

Acute hemolysis

Slippage risk due to wet floor

Connecting the purification circuits Air ingression to the artificial kidney due to

improper installation

Gaseous embolism and potential

hemostasis

Connecting the patient to the

hemodialysis equipment

Incorrect determination of weight loss/hour

Prescribing anti-coagulant medication prior to

commencement of dialysis

Muscular cramps, hypotension

Infection, contamination

Coagulation, allergic reaction,

bleeding
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encouraged. However, as one would expect, transferring

the dialysis process to the home care context introduces

risks, which are likely to differ from those expected for in-

patient dialysis processes. Importantly, this implies a shift

of responsibility of care, from more experienced hospital

staff to the patient and caregivers at home.

The main phases of the survey methodology described

in Sect. 3 are further elaborated in the next sections.

4.2.1 Phases of the survey methodology

Phase 1 Defining the stakeholders and exploratory study

The first phase involved an exploratory study, with a view

of gaining insights on dialysis-at-home, and defining

stakeholders involved in the process. The study focused on

a semi-structured interview process with concerned stake-

holders, in this case, patients undergoing dialysis at home,

hospital staff and physicians working closely with the

patients. In addition, vendors of home care dialysis

equipment, and suppliers of medical materials were also

involved for supporting dialysis within the home care

context. Based on the interviews, important process steps,

concerned stakeholders, were mapped.

Phase 2 Process mapping

From the exploratory study, eight sequential process

steps were identified as important for supporting dialysis-

at-home; (1) dialysis training, (2) selection of dialysis

equipment, (3) delivery of the hemodialysis equipment, (4)

modifying the home setting to suite installation of the

dialysis equipment, (5) installation of the equipment, (6)

management of the dialysis process, (7) maintenance of the

equipment and its hygiene, and (8) waste handling process.

The process steps are summarized in Fig. 5.

From the process mapping, three main cluster of

stakeholders interacted with the process steps (activities)

illustrated in Fig. 5. The first cluster of stakeholders con-

sisted of hospital staff mainly, nurses and doctors who

frequently interact with patients. Often, the same cohort of

patients were already undergoing dialysis in the hospital

setting and expressed preference to transfer care to their

homes. Varying factor motivated their preference; how-

ever, a discussion is outside the scope of this study. The

healthcare practitioners participated in the process, by

providing user-training to the patient and caregivers. The

latter were largely immediate family and relatives. The

training essentially assessed the ‘readiness of transfer’ of

dialysis care.

The second cluster of stakeholders linked to the process

steps outlined in Fig. 5 consisted of dialysis patients, all

already undergoing dialysis in the home care setting. This

set of patients were affiliated with three hospitals in Bel-

gium, and FENIER-FABIR, a support group for patients

with kidney diseases in Belgium (2016). The third cluster

of stakeholders consisted of vendors of home care dialysis

equipment, both for peritoneal and hemodialysis processes.

Also included in this cluster were vendors of medical

Table 2 HFMEA for the dialysis sampling process

Sub-process: connecting the syringe to the dialysis sampling gate

Potential risk

factors

Scoring Decisions and outcomes

Severity

(S)

Probability

(P)

Hazard

score (S) 9

(P)

Decision points (proceed or stop) Mitigating actions

1 Blood infection 4 2 8 Proceed (score = 8)

Continue with the sample taking process

Stopping the sampling process is

detrimental to the patient’s safety

Follow strict disinfection protocols

for the syringe and sampling gate

Initiate biohazard protocols for the

sampling activity

2 Water

contamination

4 2 8 Proceed (score = 8)

Continue with the sample taking process

In addition, here, stoppage of the sampling

activity is detrimental to patient safety

Follow strict disinfection protocols

for the syringe and sampling gate

Changeover the water on detection

of contamination

3 Sample gate

breakage

3 4 12 Stop (score[ 8)

Stop the sampling activity once the current

patient is through with dialysis

Initiate repair of the broken

sampling gate

Regular inspection of the sample

gate

Re-design to reinforce the sampling

gate
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materials necessary for supporting dialysis within the home

setting.

Phase 3 Mapping activities underlying process steps

In this phase, a more detailed analysis of activities

underlying each process step illustrated in Fig. 5 was per-

formed. For this, we conducted semi-structured interviews,

using questionnaires for eliciting responses from stake-

holders involved with the process steps described in Fig. 5.

As an example, the questionnaire for the patient cluster

targeted clinical processes such as the cumulative number

of years the patient had undergone dialysis (both in the

hospital and home care settings), nature of assistance

accessed by the patient within the home care setting, ease

(or difficulty) of accessing medical material, floor space

availability and layout within the home setting.

For the vendors, the questions targeted logistical activ-

ities potentially embedding hazards, for instance, poor

installation, location or maintenance of the water supply

system to ensure correct quality of water used for dialysis.

Other questions focused on potential hazards during

delivery of dialysis equipment, medical material, and dis-

posal of medical waste among other supporting activities.

Phase 4 Mapping hazards and risks associated with

dialysis in the home setting

This phase evaluates risk factors associated with steps of

the dialysis-at-home process mapped during phase 2 of the

survey approach.

(1) Dialysis training

For the first process step, the training needs of the

dialysis patient were identified, including training material

such as brochures, user manuals, and oral explanations

which were mentioned as important by patients. Moreover,

it was mentioned in discussions with stakeholders, that

hospital staff (doctors, nurses), equipment vendors, and

suppliers of medical material and supporting accessories

facilitated user-training. Although the semi-structured

interviews revealed comprehensive dissemination of

information, several risks aspects were identified. As an

example, the dialysis patients attached considerable

importance to interaction with other patients undergoing

dialysis in the home setting. Despite this importance,

experience sharing through interactive forums with other

patients were not included as part of training programs for

patients. For instance, new patients gained knowledge

much more efficiently on practical challenges such as

hygiene, managing unexpected failure of the equipment,

storage of medical material, and managing the replenish-

ment of medical material and supporting accessories.

Other gaps identified from the semi-structured inter-

views include training needs for care givers in the home

setting, mostly immediate family members on clinician

tasks such as fixing tubes and connecting the patient to the

dialysis equipment. Technical risks often arising in this

instance, include failure of components of the dialysis

equipment, e.g. the blood circulation pump, when the

patient is connected to the dialysis equipment. Table 3

summarizes the strengths versus the weakness of dialysis

training.

(2) Selection and delivery of dialysis equipment

In this step, the patient, in consultation with the hospital

staff and device vendors selects the most appropriate

dialysis equipment, e.g. devices for hemodialysis or peri-

toneal dialysis. The semi-structured interviews indicated

that choice of the appropriate device was undertaken dur-

ing the training step. Although cost was an important

factor, the choice was biased towards the equipment which

best suited the patient needs, e.g. ease of use, home setting

where the device is installed, or technical support during

the dialysis management process. However, defining the

patient needs to the appropriate device was highlighted as

challenge, due to varying factors such as the technological

complexity of the device, user interface, ease of use, and

requisite modification necessary to allow installation and

use of the device. Supporting infrastructure for a specific

device was also an important influencing variable. This

also includes a maintenance and inspection program for the

specific dialysis equipment. Technical support, including

maintenance of the water supply piping or pump was also

an important concern raised by the patients.

Besides, the choice of the appropriate device was also

influenced by medical personnel, and device vendors who

sometimes performed the needs analysis on the patient’s

behalf. As a result, it was common that patients usually

accepted a proposed device without sufficiently acknowl-

edging practical operational or maintenance challenges

associated with its use, e.g. as mentioned, intuitiveness of

the user interface, or technological orientation of the device

vis a vis the patient. This implied risk associated with

1. 
Dialysis training

2.
Selection of 

dialysis 
equipment

3.
Delivery of 

dialysis 
equipment

4.
Installation of the 

dialysis 
equipment 

5.
Management of 

the dialysis 
process

6.
Maintenance of 
equipment and 

hygiene

7.
Waste handling 

process

8.
Handling 

defective devices

Clinical 
follow-up

 

Fig. 5 Process steps for home care hemodialysis
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selecting a correct device, including potential equipment

misuse, or misinterpretation of error signal which could

negatively influence the quality of the dialysis process.

To compound the likely mismatch between patient

needs and the type of equipment, limited interactions

between potential users of the device, and current users

constrained informed choices, and hence portend hazards

such as operational errors due to sub-optimal design of the

user interface, or mismatch between the technological

aspects of the device and the user (or care giver). Addi-

tionally, although the availability of comprehensive bro-

chures and manuals was identified as a strength during the

training step, the documentation embedded user-related

risks—some manuals contained significant ‘‘technical lan-

guage’’, which was not intuitive to users. As a result,

patients seldom review the manuals provided by vendors.

Rather, the patients relied on alternative and simplified

documents prepared by the medical personnel, which were

more simplified and intuitive to understand and interpret.

However, the simplification meant limited dissemination of

information for optimal operation of the dialysis equip-

ment. For instance, interpreting of error warnings.

In addition to selection and user related challenges,

supply related logistical risks were also identified, which

varied depending on the type of the dialysis equipment.

The peritoneal device was mentioned as least cumbersome

concerning delivery where often the patient carried the

equipment with them to the home setting after completion

of training. The hemodialysis device, on the other hand,

was cumbersome as it could only be delivered and installed

by the vendor. The transportation of the devices also

implied exposure to contaminants and biological hazards if

not carried out carefully. Risks of equipment failure was

further mentioned by patients as an important concern.

(3) Installation of the dialysis equipment

Prior to installing the dialysis equipment, modifications

to the home setting may be necessary, where the extent of

the modification depended on the type of device. The

modifications not only influenced the equipment installa-

tion process, but also extended to allocating storage areas

for medical material. Moreover, a considerable amount of

space was required for processing medical waste. From the

interviews, striking differences were apparent depending

on the type of dialysis equipment. The peritoneal dialysis

equipment necessitated the least modifications, where

often, were limited to power supply to the equipment. In

contrast, installing the hemodialysis devices required

extensive modification to the home setting. First, there was

the need to modify the water supply to the house to ensure

conforming to specifications of the hemodialysis device,

e.g. minimum supply pressure. This meant that besides the

network water supply pressure, installation of water boos-

ter pump was necessary. Moreover, optimal functioning of

the water purifier was dependent on the quality of water

supplied to the purifier.

Secondly, similar to the peritoneal dialysis equipment,

adjustments to the power supply was necessary for the

hemodialysis equipment, which implied electrical hazards

if not done correctly. Third, a protective plastic covering

needed to be added to the floor area where the hemodialysis

equipment was installed, which also implied hazards, more

so if the wrong protective cover was used, or the work-

manship was not up to the required standard. The protec-

tive cover ensured sterility of the floor area where the

equipment was installed, hence minimizing biohazards.

Importantly, the hemodialysis patient required a separate

room for storing the dialysis equipment and creating a

special storage area for the medical waste. This also

implied exposure to biohazards for the patient, or family

members.

An important concern during the modification process

was the need for patient involvement, which was some-

times challenging owing to factors such as work schedules,

inconvenience to neighbors during construction work,

necessitating the need for official permit for the city

authorities. Moreover, communication challenges arose

between the patients and the contractors undertaking the

adjustment, because of language barrier, e.g. Dutch or

French, which are the main modes of communication

within Belgium. This meant that potential risks arose, for

instance, incorrect communication of instructions such as

operating procedures for opening or shutting off water

supply, improper storage of sterile material, or improper

Table 3 Summary of strengths and potential risks of dialysis training in the home setting

Strengths Potential weaknesses Hazards and risks

Complete and accurate training with

support of brochures and technical

manuals of the dialysis devices

Support of vendors of dialysis equipment

and medical materials

Limited interactions between new

patients, and patients undergoing

dialysis in the home setting

Training gaps for caregivers in the

home setting, e.g. relatives, or

partners

Limited awareness of practical challenges for

undertaking the dialysis process in the home setting,

e.g. managing replenishment of medical material

Limited preparedness on the part of the caregiver for

unexpected deterioration of patient’s condition
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maintenance of hygiene within the room where the dialysis

equipment is installed.

(4) Management of the dialysis process

The management process covers aspects such as

administration of the dialysis process, and the support

system surrounding the process. The management also

encompasses replenishment of medical material used dur-

ing the dialysis process. From the survey, support was

always offered during the first day when the peritoneal

dialysis was done in the home setting. This was also the

situation for hemodialysis where a medical professional

was present with the patient when performing first dialysis

processes in the home setting. Presence of the medical

personnel was less required as the patient gained more

knowledge of the process sufficient to manage the process

by themselves.

Apart from presence during the first procedure in the

home setting, periodical reviews were undertaken by the

medical personnel, especially for the hemodialysis proce-

dure, which was more complicated compared to the peri-

toneal dialysis. However, several risks were identified. As

an example, peritoneal dialysis patients expressed chal-

lenges connecting and disconnecting the dialysis catheter

tubing. Here, observing hygiene was of primary concern to

prevent the risks of contracting peritonitis.

For hemodialysis patients, the risk of puncturing the

fistula during coupling or uncoupling to the equipment

presented considerable concerns. In the hospital setting,

this task was performed by experienced nurses, hence

reducing the mentioned risks. Moreover, exposure to

additional risks were possible, for instance, inadvertently

touching control buttons of the devices. Although the

patients were aware of procedures to be followed during

emergencies, e.g. difficulties with flow of the dialysis fluid,

risk exposure was possible. This was especially the case for

sudden deterioration of the patient’s health. Thus, training

of the care givers to manage the process was critical,

alongside the patient.

Overall, peritoneal patients expressed the most self-

control over the dialysis process, which implied that they

could exercise control over hygiene, connecting and dis-

connecting to the device, and operating the equipment. On

the other hand, hemodialysis patients relied on caregivers

in the home setting which constrained their control over the

process hence possibility of exposure to hygiene related

hazards. The caregivers were often involved during

equipment start-up, shutdown, and sometimes, disinfecting

the dialysis machine.

Besides clinical process related risks, supply of medical

material was identified as a critical factor for optimal

management of the dialysis process. The vendors and the

hospital to which the patient was affiliated facilitated the

replenishment process, where the replenishment was based

on request by the patient. However, since sometimes the

request was through telephone conversations, miscommu-

nication was possible, meaning that delivery of incorrect

quantities, or wrong material was possible. Moreover, the

replenishment was done periodically, which implied bulk

supply of medical material, implying that the patients were

sometimes not able to accurately keep track of the inven-

tory to avoid stock-outs of the material.

During transportation and supply of the medical material

and accessories for supporting dialysis, it was the couriers’

responsibility to maintain hygiene, and minimize the risk

of contamination. However, such contamination hazards

could still occur during transportation. An important con-

cern raised by the patient was missed or incorrect deliv-

eries, which potentially occurred when the treatment

regime changed. This implied the need for modifying the

type and quantities of medical materials supplied to the

patient. If the change is incorrectly communicated to the

vendor and/or hospital, wrong deliveries was possible

which would potentially interfere with the treatment

process.

The patient’s work schedule was also mention as of

concern since medical, although required urgently, could

not be delivered to the patient during working hours.

However, to mitigate this challenge, the hospital to which

the hemodialysis patient was affiliated, implemented a

tracking system on behalf of the patient to minimize the

possibilities of missed or incorrect deliveries.

(5) Equipment maintenance and hygiene

From interviews with patients, maintaining hygiene and

sterility of the equipment was indispensable, especially

with the catheter, fluid lines, and the dialysis machine. In

absence of a sterile environment, exposure to biohazards is

possible leading to the risk of contracting peritonitis (for

peritoneal dialysis patients). The infection was especially

likely if the catheter was not properly cleaned and disin-

fected. For hemodialysis patients, the need for sterility was

also important since the patients stood the risk of blood

infection since connection to the device was through the

fistula. Additionally, the cleaning the dialysis lines required

strict adherence to sterility regimes where specific cleaning

agents and warm water was used. Periodically, the dialy-

sate was sampled to evaluate the need of replacing the salt

cones.

Although the hospital provided patients with cleaning

agents, it was the patient’s responsibility to observe the

recommended sterilization regimes to minimize exposure

to biological hazards, or contaminants, which may

adversely affect the patient’s health. Here, time require-

ments and assistance from the caregivers were viewed as

important considerations for ensuring correct sterility and
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maintenance of hygiene. Often, the survey indicated that

patients were often unaware of periodic checks required for

the equipment, i.e. monthly, quarterly or yearly audits. The

equipment vendor performed part of the checks; however,

communication between the patient and the vendor was

important for ensuring prompt audits.

(6) Managing medical waste

Patients highlighted waste management as perhaps the

most important challenge for dialysis in the home setting.

This is because of the amount and variety of waste gen-

erated, which varied from one patient to another. The waste

generation and management were likewise influenced by

aspects such as the medical material used by the patient,

and the location where the patient resided. For hemodial-

ysis patients, waste was generated at least three times each

week and included non-reusable fluid tubing, hypodermic

needles, and packaging material for medical material (e.g.

dialysis fluids).

The medical waste was collected by the hospital the

patient was affiliated with through an arrangement with the

vendor of the medical material. Although limited amounts

of waste were produced in each dialysis session, the peri-

toneal dialysis patients generated more waste due to the

more frequent dialysis sessions, while the hemodialysis

patients required fewer sessions. An important concern of

the peritoneal patients was related to limited flexibility of

the delivery/collection schedules, which sometimes inter-

fered with the patients’ schedule. For such instances, the

patients relied to municipal services exposing waste han-

dlers to biological hazards.

(7) Handling defective devices

From the interviews, the procedures followed for

maintaining the dialysis equipment differed with the type

of equipment. Peritoneal dialysis patients usually delivered

the defective equipment to the hospital after which a

replacement device was assigned to the patient within a

period of 24 h. For hemodialysis device, the maintenance

procedures differed from hospital to hospital, to which the

patients were affiliated. This ambiguity also influenced the

maintenance processes where hemodialysis patients noted

challenges reporting defects to the hospital or vendors. This

was especially the case where urgent repairs were needed

owing the patient’s dialysis regimes. Here, communicating

appropriately the nature of device defect was usually not

straightforward. Moreover, absence of a robust warning

system for notify the patients in case of faults was also a

limiting factor, implying exposure of the patient to clinical

hazards were the equipment to fail during the dialysis

process.

5 Discussion

Comparing the two use cases, it is apparent that assessing

risks associated with the dialysis process varies depending

on the application context. Moreover, it may be seen that

methods applied also differ depending on the application

context. One important factor that seemingly influences the

assessment approach is the structure and organization of

the clinical processes. For instance, dialysis-at-home is

seemingly well organized with clear organization of

resources, and defined pathologies for the dialysis process.

Moreover, interactions between processes and resources

are situated into clearly defined departments or focus areas.

For the specific use case, three departments were active in

dialysis, nephrology, nursing, and medical instrumentation.

The clearly defined structure of organization of dialysis-

at-home also implied that the approach for mapping haz-

ards associated with specific interacting processes was

feasible. From maps of the interactions between the pro-

cesses and resources, defining potential hazards is more

intuitive because of user knowledge embedded in each

process step. As an example, nurses and biomedical tech-

nicians were involved in sample taking processes, to

ascertain the quality of water. Thus, they were better pre-

disposed to assess possible hazards that could occur during

the sampling process. The clear organization of dialysis-at-

home also meant that quantifying and prioritizing risks was

much more structured, e.g. through the HFMEA.

Nonetheless, despite a clear organization of dialysis-at-

home, a detailed enumeration of hazards remains chal-

lenging, especially because of reliance on expert knowl-

edge of the clinical processes. Moreover, agreeing on

hazard scores which is largely through consensus, required

that first, the multi-disciplinary understands the nature of

each hazard, and associated potential consequences.

Despite these challenges, the HFMEA is a useful decision-

support tool for assessing risks in the dialysis care pathway,

and formulating mitigation strategies, e.g. more robust

operational or clinical protocols for processes prone to

hazardous events.

By contrast, assessing risks for dialysis-at-home pro-

cesses is challenging, first because of limitation on clarity

of its organization. Hence, following a similar methodol-

ogy as used for dialysis-at-hospital is not straightforward.

Several aspects influence the process, for instance, type of

method used, where use of more structured tools such as

the HFMEA is constrained. The survey methodology

adopted for the use case seemed to yield more insights on

organization of dialysis-at-home, from which systematic

phases were decomposed. The phases here start with

mapping important stakeholders supporting the dialysis

process, by following a semi-structured interviewing
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process with dialysis patients, medical practitioners and

equipment vendors. For the hospital case, such stakehold-

ers were identifiable in a rather straightforward way, since

resources were situated within well-defined departments.

This is not the case for dialysis-at-home.

Also, analyzing factors influencing the organization of

dialysis-at-home, logistical related aspects featured rather

prominently, for ensuring optimal dialysis processes. As

seen, this is because of factors such as storage of medical

material, waste handling and disposal. In the hospital set-

ting, the aforementioned factors were clearly organized

with concerned department and defined responsibilities.

Aligned with the transfer of specific clinical processes to

the home environment, hazards transfer was likely, e.g.

biological hazards which could occur because of sub-op-

timal hygiene of the room dialysis is performed, or

improper operation of the device. Additional aspects,

which differed significantly to the hospital setting, include

the need for proper training on procedures, and operation of

the dialysis equipment, which for the hospital setting, were

addressed by responsible departments and personnel.

However, domain knowledge is an important limitation

given the often-varying healthcare processes and complex

organization, e.g. in large hospitals with more structured

training and smaller departments with less developed

training initiatives. This limitation also influences the

robustness of the methodologies proposed in this study,

especially mapping process steps for dialysis care in the

home care setting.

For dialysis-at-home care, the ad-hoc organization of the

processes, also influenced the hazard identification and

prioritization process, especially using systematic and

structured risk assessment methods, e.g. the HFMEA. A

significant constraint in this regard, is the level of process

knowledge for processes linked to dialysis-at-home, which

differed considerably depending on the composition of the

stakeholders. For instance, while as medical practitioners

are knowledgeable on the dialysis process, and maybe

aware of hazards in the hospital setting, this is not the case

for dialysis-at-home care. Here, the responsibility of

managing the processes is transferred largely to the patient.

As an example, waste management was the responsibility

of the patient, the hospital the patient is affiliated with, and

the vendors of medical material assigned the responsibility

of replenishing new material and collecting waste. Hence,

hazards could arise from the interactions and required a

systematic approach for identifying such hazards while

considering all the stakeholders involved. In this sense,

following a method such as HFMEA may not be imme-

diately clear, thus may yield a sub-optimal risk assessment

process.

Moreover, with several stakeholders concerned with

organization of dialysis-at-home, e.g. care givers, suppliers

of medical materials, safety assurance of the process is

invariably influenced. Therefore, from the contrasting use-

cases, the influence of the application setting on the risk

assessment process is rather critical. From the discussion, it

may seem that the approach used depends on how well the

clinical processes and supporting resources are organized.

Similarly, mapping extensively stakeholders involved in

healthcare is an important first step for assessing risks

embedded in clinical processes. This limitation is espe-

cially the case for dialysis in the home care setting since

often as the start of the mapping, the stakeholders involved

are usually unclear. Therefore, if not well executed, it

potentially negatively influences the robustness of the risk

mapping process.

Identifying technical risks associated with the dialysis

process was observed as an important concern since it

influenced the quality of the dialysis process and further-

more, affected the clinical outcomes and quality of life of

the patient. Importantly, identifying such technical risks is

important for formulating technical interventions, includ-

ing designing robust maintenance programs. While there

was often sufficient domain knowledge within maintenance

departments of hospitals, maintenance knowledge in the

home care setting is not well embedded, leading to over

reliance on vendors of the dialysis equipment. Moreover,

equipment manual was often written in a technical

language.

Hence, to better structure and formulate maintenance

protocols, a more robust structure to align dialysis pro-

cesses with technical risks is required. While the HFMEA

is important for risk identification, it relies largely on

domain experts leading to potentially biased information or

non-exhaustive list of technical risks. Hence, there is need

for more insights on how to achieve such alignment, which

is an aspect of future work. Moreover, root cause analysis

forms an important basis for formulating maintenance

programs and several possible tools are discussed in the

literature for aiding this analysis. Because of advances of

error management, tools such as the Fault Tree Analysis, or

data mining methods can potentially aid identification of

potential root causes of equipment failure. The latter

include cluster analysis and multivariate data analysis

tools. Some examples discussed in literature in this direc-

tion include, Chemweno et al. (2016a, b) where cluster

analysis methods are combined with dimensional reduction

methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and

failure mapping to efficiently identify patterns of equip-

ment failure embedded in error signals. Such as approach is

potentially applicable for aiding root cause analysis and

formulating user-friendly maintenance programs for dial-

ysis equipment used in the home setting. Research towards

this direction is a focus of future work.
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6 Conclusion

This paper presents a comparative risk assessment of two

contrasting use cases for dialysis care: dialysis-at-hospital

versus dialysis-at-home. The goal of the study is to

understand how risk assessment process can be structured

considering often varying application context. Importantly,

the study presents opportunities for assessing potential risk

factors that are likely to occur when healthcare manage-

ment is transferred to the home setting. For the hospital

case, the HFMEA approach is implemented, starting with

mapping the patient treatment steps, as the patient interacts

with caregivers at the hospital and utilizes the dialysis

equipment. Usage of the medical material is also an

important influencing factor. For structuring the risk

assessment process, input of decision makers is observed

an important factor for robustly identifying both clinical

and technical risks. For the hospital case, domain knowl-

edge of the process was observed as yielding a more

structured approach for identifying and assessing risk fac-

tors for the dialysis patient. By contrast, we observe that

structuring risk assessment for dialysis-at-home is more

challenging because of unclear organization of the clinical

and/or technical processes. Hence, a survey-based

approach is implemented for this second case.

Moreover, identifying and assessing clinical and tech-

nical risks, including device related failure is much more

challenging for the home setting, because of multiple

stakeholders interacting with the patient, including the care

giver at home, suppliers of medical material and authorities

approving changes to the home setting to facilitate instal-

lation of the dialysis equipment, and handling of medical

waste. Technical risks were more dominant for the dialysis

at home case, because of the modifications needed during

installation, and often limited domain knowledge by the

patient or caregiver for managing maintenance aspects of

the device. Overall, the study yields important insights on

structuring risk assessment for dialysis processes, and the

need of understanding the dependencies between the

treatment process, stakeholders involved, and technical

aspects of the dialysis equipment. Understanding these

dependencies is especially important as more countries

transfer healthcare management to the home setting.
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